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Abstract—System dynamic capability (DC) is a system’s ability
to integrate, build, and reconfigure competences to address
rapidly changing environments. Information technology (IT)
capabilities (IC) are defined as the ability to mobilize and deploy
IT-based resources in combination with other resources and
capabilities. Here, it is suggested to estimate the indicators of DC
and IC based on models and methods to estimate the potential of
a system (which has such DC and IC) analytically. More precisely,
it is suggested to estimate DC or IC by the results of their
use. Such results are those parts of a system’s potential that
are obtained due to given DC and/or IC use. System potential
was defined as a system’s ability to achieve changing goals in
its changing environments. With the use of models and methods
built for solving a system’s potential problems, it is possible to
build functional models in order to estimate a system’s potential
with regard to DC and IC use. As a result of such models and
methods, the application of the estimation of DC and IC use
indicators becomes possible depending on the parameters and
variables of the DC and IC problems to be solved. Use cases
of such indicator investigations include choosing optimal IT, IC
characteristics, digitalization planning, synthesis of information
operation characteristics based on mathematical models of IT use
for a system’s functioning, and strategic planning based on the
analytical investigation of DC use indicators.

I. INTRODUCTION

To achieve changing goals in changing environments, sys-
tem functioning must be able to change appropriately de-
pending on the environment and to provide changed effects
of functioning in such a way that the effects comply in the
best possible way with changing environments [7]. ]. This
ability can be achieved by means of dynamic capability (DC)
[25] and information technology capability (IC), which first
measure environmental states and next change the effects
appropriately. . Thus, DC and IC are used as means and
routines to change and to enhance in changing environments.
Unfortunately, models and methods to analytically estimate
DC and IC use quality with the help of predictive models
of system functioning in changing environments have not yet
been suggested. In this article, it is suggested to estimate
DC and/or IC based on the amount of a system’s potential
DC and/or IC generation. Theoretical models and methods
suggested of a system’s potential allow the analytical esti-
mation of changing effects in changing environments and the
estimation of random measures of effects that comply with
changing environmental demands . So it is possible to use
these models and methods to estimate DC and IC use quality,

usually referred to as “performance” but with another meaning
of performance due to change and the process of change. Such
an estimation can be done by the effects of DC and IC use,
and by these effects, compliance with changing environments
can be achieved. As a result, models and methods created
for decision problems of a system’s potential can be used to
estimate DC and IC use indicators analytically. This further
allows solving DC and IC practical problems as corresponding
mathematical problems (e.g., mathematical programming or
operation research problems). Examples of models presented
are graph-theoretic model parameters with random values and
probabilities. Example models are a system’s environmental
graph-theoretic models and a system’s model with regard
to IT use to respond to a changing environment. Research
on the roles of DC and IC in the functioning of modern
organizations [16]led to the conclusion that “capabilities rep-
resent the potential of a firm to achieve certain objectives
by means of focused deployment and are considered the
building blocks on which they compete in the market.” Further,
“IT capabilities [are] defined as firms’ ability to mobilize
and deploy IT-based resources in combination or co-present
with other resources and capabilities in order to differentiate
from competition.” Dynamic capabilities (DC) are usually
defined [12] [23] [24] as “the firm’s ability to integrate, build,
and reconfigure internal and external competences to address
rapidly changing environments,” while ordinary capabilities are
usually defined as ones that “enable a firm to ‘make a living’
and as routines or ‘zero-order’ capabilities, as they enable a
firm to continue producing and selling the same product or
service in a repetitive pattern.” Some authors [12] come to the
conclusion “that ordinary and dynamic capabilities are closely
associated, that both of them enhance firm performance, and
that environmental dynamism reinforces these effects.” How-
ever, environmental dynamism leads to changes in system
functioning as well as to a variety of possible functions in
different environments and to transition processes guided by
information operations. Thus, in order to account for possible
functioning and environmental conditions, we shall estimate
their possible changes to enhance the system’s potential but
not its performance in given conditions . This is reasserted
by ways to measure dynamic capabilities used by other re-
searchers. For example, in [15] [16], when measuring dynamic
capabilities “sensing, coordinating, learning, integrating, and
re-configuring routines” are researched. System potential is an
integrative measure, which reflects such routine effects and
their compliance with changing environments. The value of a
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system’s potential indicator [4] [5] [6], obtained for different
DC (IC), may serve as an indicator of DC (IC) use results.
As stated in [15][15], “DC view is considered an appropriate
framework to explain how firms can differentiate and compete
in a turbulent environment, taking into account that they must
evolve and co-evolutionary reconfigure their (IS/IT) operations
in order to remain competitive.” But DC use is not enough
to change system functioning accordingly in such turbulent
environments. Information operations according to certain IT
are required as well [9] [10] [11] as operations of different
kinds, starting from designing new functionality for the system
and finishing with transitions from one functioning to another.
Some of these operations are informational, and some are
not (i.e., material). We will call such information operations
fulfillment routines information or digital capabilities (IC).
Such routines aligned in possible chains of information and
material actions lead to enhancements of the system and its
functioning in changing environments. Unfortunately, models
and methods to estimate quality indicators of such changing
functioning in changing environments, with regard to DC and
IC use, are at an early stage. For example, [21] proposed a
general modular system theory. This theory states that many
systems opt towards modular forms in order to enable greater
agility. The general assumption is that many complex systems
adapt or evolve in response to changes. IT use is always re-
quired to design and realize such responses. Yet despite heavy
investments in IT, organizations quite often fail to achieve
improvements in their organizational performance due to their
inability to align IT with organizational needs. In general,
this so-called “productivity paradox” [13] has been greatly
attributed to the lack of fit, or alignment, between business
strategy and internal resources, including IT. IT flexibility is
the degree of decomposition of an organization’s IT portfolio
into loosely coupled subsystems that communicate through
standardized interfaces. Competitive performance refers to the
degree to which a firm performs better than its key com-
petitors in changing environments. To estimate competitive
performance, it is logical to estimate and compare competitors’
potential [19]. The strategic alignment model [16] for IT
flexibility and dynamic capabilities can guide decision-makers
towards aligning the use of IT resources with their dynamic
capabilities and guide IS/IT and business investment to support
the process of enhancing firm performance. Performance here
is understood as the extension into multiple functioning in
multiple possible conditions, in changing environments, with
the use of transition processes—thus, actually, with a system’s
potential. In [16], it is stated that synergies between a firm’s IT
and organizational resources and capabilities are the foundation
of what is called “strategic alignment.” One of the findings is
that “this is an important insight for business, IT managers and
executives because they can look at strategic alignment, with
the underlying pillars, i.e., IT flexibility, dynamic capabilities,
and a firm’s absorptive capacity, as a means (and key toolbox)
to drive firm performance and systematically enhance the
evolutionary fitness of the firm.” Models of a system’s potential
theory, DC, and IC shall be viewed as possible information
and non information operation routines. Change routines and
their alternative chains are used to react to a system’s envi-
ronmental impacts in order to change functioning accordingly.
Accordingly, means to enhance functioning operate in such
a way that functioning effect measures of compliance with
demands of the environment become highest [8] [7]. For

this purpose, IC, DC, and other abilities to perform action
routines shall be used together to fulfill changing functioning
in changing environments. The impact of DC and AC use for
such changing functioning in changing environments measured
by a system’s potential change and modeled with analytical
predictive models is used to estimate a system’s potential. This
allows solving DC and AC research problems as mathematical
problems in research on a system’s potential.

II. MODELING SYSTEM AND ITS ENVIRONMENT

Let us consider simple example of modelling system’s
change due to it’s environment change. Example consists
of system environment model, which produce possible vec-
tors of states, required by the environment and probabilities
(possibilities) for such vectors to be demanded (required) by
environment. One of such vectors shall be realized as a result
of environment functioning. Such vectors and probabilities of
their realization can be represented as random vector. Each
possible vector of such required by system’s environment states
lead to separate model of system’s functioning under changing
conditions. It describes functioning and changes of the system,
including transition operations. Such functioning and system’s
changes (transitions) corresponds to chosen vector of required
states. Transitions realization requires information operations.
System model allows to estimate effects of operations, in-
cluding transition operations and information operations and
their correspondence to environment requirements, according
chosen vector of required states. Such measure is probabilistic
measure estimated for each required state of the vector and
can be represented as discrete vector of correspondences
(each correspondence is element of vector of probabilistic
measures). All possible measures of correspondence (for all
required by environment vectors of states) can be represented
as multidimensional random vector or its characteristics, for
example - mean, mode, median. Such random vector or its
characteristics may serve as system’s potential indicator. In-
dicator varies depends on capabilities and technologies used
to react on system’s environment changes. IT used is one
(and necessary required) among such technologies. Measure
of distance between system’s potential indicator value for non-
digital IT used and digital IT used as a result of digitalization
can serve as digitalization performance indicator [9].

III. SYSTEM’S ENVIRONMENTAL FUNCTIONING AND ITS

CHANGE GRAPH-THEORETIC MODEL

Consider an example of a complex technical system (CTS)
environmental functioning model Me with the following
source data: One real Gr

0 and two possible Gp
1, G

p
2 goals are

specified. These two possible goals can change the actual
one in any sequence and at different times. This change is
implemented as a result of actions in the environment of the
CTS. These action details are unknown, but the probabilistic
characteristics of the scenarios for changing the actual goal are
known. An example of a CTS environmental model is shown
in 1. Scenarios are sequences of actions in the environment
that may cause goal changes. Scenarios are shown with bold
lines. First, it is assumed that if a goal becomes a real one
and thus ceases to be, then this goal cannot become valid
again. Second, it is assumed that if a goal change happens,
then it is impossible for information operations and CTS
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to miss this change. Third, it is assumed that goals are
changed during time intervals that are significantly bigger
than the intervals in which information operations check the
actual goals. Scenarios are characterized by the probabilities
p00, p01, p11, p12, p02, p21, p22, where the indexes show pos-
sible transitions between goals due to actions in the envi-
ronment, corresponding to chains of transition. Deterministic
moments of the system’s and its environment’s state checks
are T = T0, T1, T2, T3. T0 moment corresponds to the start of
functioning. Let us specify possible sequences of demanded
environmental states at T and possibilities for such sequences
to be realized: S0 :=< Sd

01, Sd
02, Sd

03 >; p = p00, where indexes
represent scenarios (0) and serial numbers (1,2,3) of demanded
vectors of states.These demanded vectors of states are:

Fig. 1. The example of complex technical system environment model

S01 :=< Sd
00, S

d
01, S

d
02, S

d
03 >;

S02 :=< Sd
00, S

d
01, S

d
02, S

d
13 >;

S03 :=< Sd
00, S

d
01, S

d
02, S

d
23 > .

This is basic sequences of states, which corresponds to situa-
tion when the initial (real) goal not changed at moments Tu ∈
T. This may happen because it not changed at given time frame
or due to moment of goal change happened between T2 and T3,
so changing goal already useless. Elements of these sequences
are: Sd

00−state, demanded at T0 (always corresponds to initial
goal); Sd

01−state, demanded at T1 in case goal change have not
happen between T0 and T1 (so, goal is initial one); Sd

02−state,
demanded at T2 in case goal change have not happen between
T1 and T2 (so, goal is initial one); Sd

03−state, demanded at T3

in case goal change have not happen between T2 and T3 (so,
goal is initial one); Sd

13−state, demanded at T3 in case goal
change happened between T2 and T3 and new real goal is
G1; Sd

23−state, demanded at T3 in case goal change happened
between T2 and T3 and new real goal is G2; Te last two cases
corresponds to situations, when goal change already does not
affect functioning, because functioning shall end at T3. Other
possible sequences considered are < S1, S2, S3 >, p = 1−p00:
S1 :=< Sd

11, Sd
12, Sd

13 > where the indexes represents scenario

(1) and serial numbers (1,2,3) of the demanded vectors of
states. These demanded vectors of states are:

S11 :=< Sd
00, S

d
11, S

d
12, S

d
13 >;

S12 :=< Sd
00, S

d
01, S

d
12, S

d
13 >;

S13 :=< Sd
00, S

d
01, S

d
02, S

d
13 > .

Note S∗
13 is the sequence which is part of S03 too. S2 :=<

Sd
21, Sd

22, Sd
23 >, p = p01p12, where the indexes represents

scenario (2) and the serial numbers (1,2,3) of demanded
vectors of states. These demanded vectors of states are:

S21 :=< Sd
00, S

d
01, S

d
12, S

d
23 >;

S22 :=< Sd
00, S

d
11, S

d
12, S

d
23 >;

S23 :=< Sd
00, S

d
11, S

d
22, S

d
23 > .

Note that two arrows from S2 has not corresponding them
ends (ovals) at Figure 1. They correspond to S24 :=<
Sd
00, S

d
01, S

d
02, S

d
13 > and S25 :=< Sd

00, S
d
11, S

d
12, S

d
13 > which

considered impossible. S3 :=< Sd
31, Sd

32, Sd
33 >, p = p02p21,

where indexes represent the scenario (3) and serial numbers
(1,2,3) of the demanded vectors of states. These demanded
vectors of states are:

S31 :=< Sd
00, S

d
21, S

d
22, S

d
23 >;

S32 :=< Sd
00, S

d
01, S

d
22, S

d
23 >;

S33 :=< Sd
00, S

d
01, S

d
02, S

d
23 > .

Here, S∗
23 is the sequence which is part of S04 too. S4 :=<

Sd
41, Sd

42, Sd
43 >, p = p02p21, where indexes represent the

scenario (4) and serial numbers (1,2,3) of the demanded
vectors of states. These demanded vectors of states are:

S41 :=< Sd
00, S

d
01, S

d
22, S

d
13 >;

S42 :=< Sd
00, S

d
21, S

d
22, S

d
13 >;

S43 :=< Sd
00, S

d
21, S

d
12, S

d
13 > .

Note two arrows from S4 has not corresponding them
ends (ovals) at Figure 1. They correspond to S44 :=<
Sd
00, S

d
01, S

d
02, S

d
23 > and S45 :=< Sd

00, S
d
21, S

d
22, S

d
23 > which

considered impossible. The result of using the complex sys-
tem environment functioning model Me is set Sr of vectors
Sr
q, q = 1, 15 and probabilities pq of their actualization for

CTS at its environment. In the example considered q = 9, q
corresponds to i = 2, j = 3. Sr

q :=< Sr
ij ; i = 0, 4, j = 0, 4 >

of possible states Sr
ij , required by environment. Each vector

Sq characterized by appropriate possibility pq of such vector
to be actualized by the environment for CTS. Here indexes i, j
of Sr

q states Si,j represent scenarios (sequences of actions and
corresponding transitions at environment) serial numbers i and
the serial numbers j of demanded vectors of states according
such scenarios at moments Tu. Each of Sr

q, q = 1, 15 vectors
used as the ”given condition” to build separate complex system
model.
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IV. THE SYSTEM FUNCTIONING AND ITS CHANGE

GRAPH-THEORETIC MODEL

The possible result of using the CTS model are sets Ss
j of

possible CTS states Sj := suj , u = 1, U for Tj . As well, model
use provide measures wuj and possibilities puj for CTS states
suj to realize at Tu. The measures wuj := p(suj ∼ Sd

ij) for
CTS environment requirements and CTS states correspondence
according Sr

q at Tu, that is - Sr
qiu at the same moment Tu

(Sd
iu)) when sui counted. Here ”∼” shall take form of one of

inequality/equality operations. i.e. ”¿,=,¡” and their combina-
tions. The example model Mqa of the CTS is calculated for
the one vector Sr

q of required states and fr the one set Ia of
possible information operations characteristics from the set of
possible characteristics of technological information operations
I = Ia, a = 1, A and thus, depending one of A IT used.
Sr
q =< Sr

qij > taken from the set of possible sequences of
the states Sr

q , required by the environment. This vector is Sr
9

at example shown: Sr
9 = S23 :=< Sd

00, S
d
11, S

d
22, S

d
23 >; It

means during first information operation at moment T1 system
functioning must be adapted (that means conversion of the
system shall be performed) to achieve goal G1. Next, at the
moment T2 conversion of system shall be performed to achieve
the goal G2. The system will stop functioning at the moment
T3. Because of q varies separate CTS and its functioning model
built for each q but the one model considered in example.
We need all models (q = 15) in order to estimate system
potential indicator. As well, we need to measure wju, pju
depending possible IT characteristics used to perform Ai

0...A
i
3

and so - depending this information technological operations
characteristics used to create appropriate prescriptions for the
conversion and further, for the target operations. This IT
characteristics are Ia : a = 1, A. Depending Ia and Sr

q different
models Mqa built and as a result different suj realized. So,
once all that models built we will add q and a indexes to results
of modelling and will get multidimensional array W[Q,A,J,U ],
which allows to get wqaju, pqaju for each Sr

q ∈ Sr and Ia ∈ I:

W[Q,A,J,U ] =< wqaju, pqaju, u = 1, U, j = 0, J,

q = 1, Q, a = 1, A > .
(1)

The example of complex technical system’s model used to
estimate (1) shown at Figure 2. At this Figure, wm

1 − wm
5 -

the workplaces to perform technological non-information op-
erations (TNIO or material technological operations); wi

1, w
i
2-

Workplaces to perform technological information operations
(TIO); Am

1 − Am
5 - Technological non-information operations;

Ai
1, A

i
2- Technological information operations; S-system; Es-

environment of the system; t̂- random value t;

Fig. 2. The example of complex technical system model

The information technological operations parameters (des-
ignated by upper index i), are characterized by the left and
right margins of the respective random values:

Ai
0 ∼< ti0, c

i
0 >; ti0 =< 1, 3 >; ci0 =< 1, 2 >;

Ai
1 ∼< ti1, c

i
1 >; ti1 =< 1, 4 >; ci1 =< 2, 3 >;

Ai
2 ∼< ti2, c

i
2 >; ti2 =< 1, 2 >; ci2 =< 1, 3 >;

Ai
3 ∼< ti3, c

i
3 >; ti3 =< 1, 3 >; ci3 =< 1, 2 >;

(2)

It is supposed that all actions (information 2 and non-
information) effects are the Beta- distributed random values.
The calendar schedule of technological non-information oper-
ations has a vector form and contains prescriptions to start 5
non-information actions:

<< Am
1 , T1 >,< Am

2 , T2 >,< Am
3 , T3 >,

< Am
4 , T4 >,< Am

5 , T5 >> .
(3)

Fig. 3. The example of information and non-information technological routes
of the complex technical system

In (3) Tc, c = 1, 5- the calendar moment of Am
c begin-

ning. The technological route has a form of one information
route wi

1 − wi
2 − wi

1 and two non-information routes chains:
< w1, w3, w5 > to produce and and assemble part 1 - p1,
and < w2, w4, w5 > to produce and and assemble part 2 - p2.
Parts assembled at workplace number 5 - w5. The required
states of the S23 sequence, for which complex technical system
model was built are: Sr

00- the initial state checked at T0 = 0 :
Ĉr

00 = 0, R̂00 = 0;Sr
01 - the first state checked at T1 :

Ĉr
01, R̂01 =< R̂011, R̂013 > . After checking, the goal

changed to G1, so conversion planned and required states
required changes accordingly. Sr

12- the second state checked

at T2 : Ĉr
12, R̂12 =< R̂121, R̂123, R̂122, R̂124 > . After the

checking the goal changed to G2, the conversion planned and
states required changes accordingly. Sr

23 - third state checked

at T3 : Ĉr
23, R̂23 =< R̂235 > . The network of technological

non-information (material) operations is shown at Figure 4.
This is typical representation of operations, for example, for
the project management, but expanded. Exactly, the model
of CTS functioning expanded with use of waiting operations
D1, D2, D3, D4, D5. The waiting operations used, particularly,
to account for the calendar plans fulfillment, to represent
possible waits (delays) and the states of workplaces during
each moment of CTS functioning. Next, such model expanded
with technological information operations chain in the network
specified. The technological information operations performed
on workplaces wi

1, w
i
2. Workplace wi

1 used to receive and
send reports from/to environment and not capable of altering
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the CTS functioning but workplace wi
2 is capable to alter

CTS functioning and not used to receive/send reports to/from
environment 3. The network of technological information and
non-information operations with waits is shown at Figure 5.
The CTS model created allows to specify: Sj− the set of
the possible CTS states under condition that the vector Sr

ij
of states, required by CTS environment at Tj is fixed; Each
CTS state is associated with bss− s−th branch at the tree
Tij of possible branches of the simultaneously performed
technological operations. It created for the fixed Sr

ij . Each
branch bss associated with the set of U information and non-
information technological operations and waits for operations,
bss ∼ Aus, u = ¯1, U , each one performed (or waits) at the
workplace wu. This allows to compute the states of CTS,
which corresponds to bss. Such tree Tij fragment is shown
at 6. The fragment built under condition that technological
information operation is performed. Other fragments has the
same structure and corresponds to the cases when other tech-
nological information operations performed. As a result, the
complex tree built based on its fragments. It shown at Fig

Fig. 4. The example of technological operation network with delays

Fig. 5. The example of technological operations network with delays and
technological information operations

Fig. 6. The fragment of tree of initial technological operation network cuts

Fig. 7. Complex tree

The trees built allows to specify and further, to compute
the possible states of CTS during its functioning to reach the
requirements, specified by Sr

ij . The computation performed
base on the ability to form states of the CTS based on the
states of wu ∼ Aus. Let us designate such state of the CTS as
Ss
s ∼ bss. As well, the models of possible states allows us to

generate the correct conversion technological operations and
the corresponding them technological operations in case the
requirements was changed. The conversion operations depends
on the state Ss

s ∼ bss and the states required by the environment
when CTS is in this state, One case in example, shown in
bold at 6 and related to 7 corresponds to the implementation
of the Di

1 wait and Am1 operation at the start of checking the
compliance of the system and the environment states and the
D4 wait to start Am4 technological non-information operation.
In this case, the conversion is to bring workplace w1 to its
original state, and then to fulfill conversion (readjustment) of
w1 to reach the new requirements according the new goal
G1. For w4, it is necessary to perform a readjustment. The
information technological operation Ai

1 for the purpose of
conversion must return as a result the information about the
network of conversion technological operations to perform and
the calendar plan for their implementation, as well as the
network of further technological operations to reach the G1

(”target” operations) and the calendar plan for their imple-
mentation. Such situation of alternating the functioning due to
the environment change, corresponding information operation
results and the further conversion and target operations start
named cutting. Its example is shown at Figure 8. The con-
version technological operations suggested not interrupted for
simplicity. As well it is supposed that before the new network
of operations will be performed all conversion operations
shall end. After the information technological operation Ai

2
finished and required information obtained the conversion and
further, the target operations should start on the third and
fourth workplaces according to the specified calendar plan.
These target technological operations can also be interrupted
when the next state check is performed at T2. Corresponding
example of the converse technological operations is shown
at Figure 9. They ends with the technological information
operation Ai

3 which check new state of the workplaces and
start the ”target” technological operations. The corresponding
network of technological information and non-information op-
erations with the waits shown at Figure 10. Note this network
generated under few conditions: first, under the condition of
Sr
qij fixed which is q = 9, S2 and S23, next, under the

condition of Ia fixed and so, as a result, Ss
u fixed, which built

for < Ai
1, A

m
1 , Dm

4 > and so under the condition of Ia,and
as a result, Ai

1 characteristics fixed. This fixation cause the
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appropriate Maq and next, networks of the converse and the
target technological operations.

Fig. 8. The example of cutting

Fig. 9. The example of converse operations network

Fig. 10. The example of network of technological operations after converse

Fig. 11. Tree of technological operation network cuts for after converse
operations

The fulfillment of the new target technological operations
network, according the required states S23 interrupted again
at T2. Let us consider the example corresponding to the im-
plementation of the CTS state ssh(s

s
u) from the set of possible

states Ss
h(s

s
u). Such states obtained again, by the same routine

to built the appropriate tree of possible technological opera-
tions and the waits at the CTS functioning after the interruption
in the specified conditions of CTS environment Sq and after
the technological information operation with characteristics
defined by the IT Ia used specified. The set of possible states
is determined by this operation results. That is prescriptions
(plans, orders) assigned for execution when Ai

4 finished which
depends on state of CTS during the technological information
operation performing. So the states of CTS during the alter-
nated functioning depends on the previous states of the CTS, as
well as on the states of the environment. The appropriate tree
of possible branches of simultaneous technological operations
performing after the first interruption is shown at Figure 11.
The example case of the second interruption at T2 considered
(shown in bold) corresponds to the implementation (at the
moment T2 when the system and the environment states are
checked for compliance) of following technological operations:
waiting Dj5 for the start of the assembly Am

j5 technological
operation (the last technological non-information operation
in the calendar plan). It is assumed that in this case, the
conversion technological operations are not needed, i.e. set
of the conversion technological operations is empty. That is
because the technological operation on the fifth workplace w5

not started yet, and the remaining places have already been
restored to their original state. Therefore w1−w4 are supposed
no longer needed to achieve the new goal G2. In this case,
the information operation Ai

hk1 for the purpose of conversion
should immediately return an empty set after its start, next
it shall call the information operation Ai

h2 which prepares
the beginning of the target technological operations. The Ai

h2
information operation should end immediately (since the state

did not change) and the Ah
m

5 (new, according G2 goal) product
assembly technological operation should start (probably, with
wait Dh5) on the fifth workplace w5. It is assumed that this
technological operation is no longer interrupted. After it is

completed the final information technological operation Ai
h4

starts without waiting. The appropriate (final) network of the
technological operations is shown at 12.

Fig. 12. Last part of the operation network after the second interruption and
the second converse operations

As a result of the series of conditional states and their
changes due to information and non-information technological
operations effects i.e. the random moments T̂u of states su
realization, costs Ĉu) spent to realize the states su and numbers
R̂u of the parts produced can be computed. Next, T̂ , Ĉ the
random variables and the random vector R̂ of the produced
items can be computed for each CTS functioning, represented
by Mqu. Such computation is made base on the given sug-

gestion T̂ , Ĉ are distributed according the Beta distribution
and R̂ distributed according the Binomial distribution. It is
further assumed that for the large networks the resulting effects
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distribution form the Gauss distribution for T̂ , Ĉ and the
Binomial distribution for R̂.

V. THE SYSTEM POTENTIAL, INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

AND DYNAMIC CAPABILITIES INDICATORS RESEARCH

PROBLEMS EXAMPLES

The graph-theoretic models presented are used to create
the parametric and than functional model of the CTS func-
tioning in the changing environments. That is done through
computation of the states su which are computed as the
sets of effects characteristics based on parameters of the
information and non-information actions. The parametric and
than functional models composed based on states su. Vectors
Ss
qa of such states obtained for the each vector Se

q of the
environment states and each vector Ss

a of the CTS information
technologies capabilities to react on the environment changes.
Generally, Se

q shall include random characteristics of the
environment impacts on the CTS elements (such as failures
of the CTS elements) and Ss

a shall include not only IC but
other capabilities as well, including capabilities to react on
the environment changes (DC). As a result of the environment
modeling the complex tree T e

q of the environment states and
the transition sequences created. It parametrized with the
required states and possibilities and functions, which compute
the dependencies between the states on the tree. Models of
the possible sequences of the CTS states will be created in the
form of the trees of states and the transitions between them
for each possible sequence of the environment states from T e

q .
The transitions fulfilled as routines chains, according existing
capabilities a ∈ A . As a result, the graph-theoretic model in
the form of the complex tree T s

aq built, where a reflects the al-
ternative set of capabilities used to form alternative sequences
of the states and transitions in T s

aq . The functional model
created based on adding the functional dependencies between
characteristics of the CTS states during the states transitions.
As a result, based on T e

q the functional model Me
q formed

where functions used to represent the transitions between the
states, i.e. they describe how states characteristics depends on
other characteristics in the transitions. Similar way the trees
T s
aq form functional models Ms

qa in the form of trees with
functions between the states. Next, the program model shall
be built where the functions represented with the programming
code. Thus, the pairs of models, Me

q ,M
s
qa obtained. Next,

based on this pairs of models the model Mse
qa of the CTS

states and the states of its environment correspondence created.
It depends on the CTS environment functioning according Se

q
IC Ia used and DC used. Let us designate DC used as Dc.
The number of the model pairs corresponds to QA. They can
be formed as the trees composition ⊗ in such a way the each
branch of one tree combined with all branches of the second
one: T se

qa := T e
q ⊗q

1 T
s
aq . As a result the complex model Mse

qa
built. It can be transformed into program model by adding
program code to tree. At Figures 13, 14 the examples of
such addition shown. The Html code which represents the tree
shown at figure 13 and the JavaScript, used for the computation
inside the Html code, shown at Figure 14. As a result, the
values pqaju, wqaju evaluated inside the Html and may be used
to compute the CTS potential. To solve practical problems as
mathematical (for example, mathematical programming ones)
the alternative representation of the modelling results may be
used in the form of multidimensional array (1) pqaju, wqaju,

where values are evaluated through the functional models
formed from the trees specified.

Fig. 13. The HTML page which represents the model in the form of complex
tree

Fig. 14. Functions inside the model in the form of complex HTML tree

The Values of pq determined by the CTS environment
model. It is worth to notice the environment model may vary
for IC, DC used and type of the environments parts (for exam-
ple, combat environments, information attacks environments,
supportive environments) but that is not modelled in this exam-
ple. In case IC and DC problems considered, pqacju, wqacju

formed. These models in the form of the multidimensional
arrays can serve as a comprehensive indicators of the CTS
potential regarding IT Ia or DC Dc used. This array can be
represented as the multidimensional discrete random vector
distribution. Such vector elements are the probabilities wqacju
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of random effects compliance to the changing requirements
of the CTS environment. As well, this discrete random vector
distribution may solve as the comprehensive indicator of capa-
bilities, organizational capabilities and dynamic capabilities of
the CTS. But, in order to solve practical problems of the CTS
potential research based on mathematical models (for example,
mathematical programming or operations research ones) the
scalar indicator preferable.

Fig. 15. Excel R©spreadsheet with the computation results

It is possible to use any or few characteristics of such
multidimensional discrete random vector or some kind of
probabilistic mix as the scalar CTS potential indicator ψ1(Ia)
as the function of IC Ia or DC Dc used. For example:

ψ1(Ia) =

Q∑
q=1

(

J∏
j=1

U∑
u=1

(wqaju(Ia, Sq)pqaju(Ia, Sq)))pq; (4)

ψ1(Dc) =

Q∑
q=1

(

J∏
j=1

U∑
u=1

(wqcju(Dc, Sq)pqcju(Dc, Sq)))pq; (5)

where wqaju, pqaju at (4) are taken from W[Q,A,J,U ] at (1) and

wqcju, pqcju, c ∈ 1, C are taken from appropriate W[Q,C,J,U ].
Alternatively, the CTS potential indicators ψ2(Ia), ψ2(Dc)
with regard of IC and DC use can be evaluated as guaranteed
values (based on pessimism criteria) :

ψ2(Ia) =

Q∑
q=1

(

J∏
j=1

min
∀u∈1,U

(wqaju(Ia, Sq))pq; (6)

ψ2(Dc) =

Q∑
q=1

(

J∏
j=1

min
∀u∈1,U

(wqcju(Dc, Sq))pq; (7)

IC Ia indicator Φ(Ia, I0) compared to basic - for example, not
digital IT I0 - can be estimated as difference:

Φ1(Ia, I0) :=ψ1(Ia)− ψ1(I0),

or, Φ2(Ia, I0) :=ψ2(Ia)− ψ2(I0).
(8)

DC Dc indicator Φ(Dc, D0) compared to basic - for example,
not dynamic (zero-level) capability D0 - can be estimated as
difference:

Φ1(Dc, D0) :=ψ1(Dc)− ψ1(D0),

or, Φ2(Dc, D0) :=ψ2(Dc)− ψ2(D0).
(9)

Equations 1-9 can be used, similarly, to estimate indicators
of the competitive performance, organizational capabilities for
the CTS functioning in changing environments. The strategic

alignment of IC and DC can be estimated as the difference of
aligned DC, IC CTS potential and the CTS potential for not
aligned DC, IC. The scalar potential indicator computation by
means of Excel R©spreadsheet shown at Figure 15. As a result
of computations for the given Ia, DC , ψ1 = 0.9631, ψ2 =
0.0003. This gives the insight on risks and possible improve-
ments of the IT and DC use.

Let us consider typical practical problem of IC, DC re-
search. Given known historical data D about the CTS usage
routines in the past (zero-level ones and dynamic) and possible
routines of IC IC , DC use DC in future it is needed to find
out which optimal capabilities COpt

dca = Dd ∪ Dc ∪ Ia where
Dd ∈ D, Ia ∈ IC, Dc ∈ DC shall be used and what is the best
plan πOpt(Cdca) ∈ Πdca to use in order to align their usage
in the changing environment.

Given:Cdca ∈ C;C = D ∪ IC ∪DC,Πdca ∈ P;
Find:COpt

dca , pi
Opt(COpt

dca ) :

COpt
dca ∈ ArgMax

Cdca∈C
Φ(Dc, Ia, D0, Ia, π0);

πOpt(Copt
dca) ∈ ArgMax

πjdca∈Πdca

Φ(πjdca, C
Opt
dca );

Where: Φ ∈ {Φ1,Φ2

}
and π0 is base plan.

(10)

The problem statement (10) can be used to formulate a number
of mathematical problems statements for DC, IC research and
related mathematical problems statements - for example, to
research DC and IC alignment.

VI. CONCLUSION

The results obtained enable the evaluation of the predicted
values of a system’s potential depending on IT capabilities
and dynamic capabilities used for the system’s functioning
changes. Such capabilities are required and used because of
the need for the system to react to changing conditions of
the environment. Corresponding IT capability indicators and
dynamic capability indicators can be estimated based on a
system’s potential indicators. The analytical estimation of such
indicators becomes possible depending on the variables and
options in the mathematical problems to be solved. This could
lead to a solution to contemporary problems in research using
predictive analytical mathematical models and mathematical
methods. Examples of such research problems are problems
related to IT capabilities and dynamic capabilities [2][1]. Pos-
sible aspects include choosing the best information routines,
choosing IT and information operation characteristics for the
optimal implementation of new IT, choosing the best digital-
ization [27][18][20][26][28][17] scenarios, strategic planning,
and modernization and innovation planning. Similarly, the
suggested indicators can be used to estimate the indicators of
organizational capabilities, dynamic capabilities, and IT align-
ment [3][22][14]. As a consequence, it makes it possible to
overcome the existing gap between the need to solve problems
in research on a system’s potential, dynamic capabilities, and
information technology use capabilities based on mathematical
models and methods and the lack of the necessary concepts
and methodology for solving such problems as mathematical
ones. Further research should allow the estimation of indicators
of IT capabilities, organizational capabilities, and dynamic
capabilities for CTS functioning in changing environments re-
garding different types of environments—for example, combat
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environments, information attack environments, and supportive
and collaborative environments.
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